mats, and inhale quantities of dust. Many men with cuts or bruises of a week
and the profits realized from the various functions will be devoted to war
more or less unnecessary things has been saved and this, together with
The elaborateness of the celebrations of previous years is miss-
the first issue. In general, the board
regular departments such as "Queries"
the Cottage Farm Bridge to
mission to the Institute. The manager
A. W. McNich, 8. R. A. Wetzal,
F. Elwood, 7. K. Woodruff; 3rd, R. D. Hasset
2nd. Fletcher '21. Height, 10
240-yard low hurdles-first, Mills
fourth, Conant '21. Time, 54 1-5 sec.
Drew '19; third, Hayses '21; fourth,
second, MacMahon '20; third, De Zubiria
second, MacMahon '20; third, Westland '21; fourth,
first, Cowen '20, New York
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